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The MaunderMlnlnlu
Thereignof LouisXIV appearsto havebeena time ° f
realanomalyin the behaviorof the s,un.
JohnA. E,ddy
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zero. In contrast, in the years arounda
sunspot maximumthere is seldom a day
when a numberof spots cannot be seen,
and often hundredsare present.
Past counts of sunspot number are
readily availablefrom the year 1700(3),
and workersin solar and terrestrialstudies often use the recordas thoughit were
of uniformquality. In fact, it is not. Thus
it is advisable, from time to time, to
review the origin and pedigree of past
sunspot numbers, and to recognize the
uncertaintyin muchof the earlyrecord.
A BriefHistory

It has long been thoughtthat the sun is
a constant star of regularand repeatable
behavior. Measurementsof the radiative
output, or solar constant seem to justify
the first assumption, and the record of
periodicity in sunspot numbers is taken
as evidence for the second. Both records, however, sample only the most
recent historyof the sun.
Whenwe look at the longerrecord of
find inthe last lO00 years or swe
dications that the sun may have undergone significant changes in behavior,
with possible terrestrial effects. Evidence for past solar change is largely of
an indirectnatureand should be subject
to the most criticalscrutiny. Most accessible, and crucial to the basic issue of
past constancy or inconstancy, is a long
period in the late 17th and early 18th
centuries when, some have claimed, almost no sunspots were seen. The period,
from about 1645until 1715, was pointed
out in the 1890'sby G. Sporerand E. W.
Maunder.I have reexaminedthe contemporary reports and new evidence which
has come to light since Maunder'stime
and conclude that this 70-year period
was indeed a time when solar activity all
but stopped. This behavior is wholly unlike the modern behavior of the sun
which we have come to accept as normal, and the consequences for solar and
teITestrialphysics seem to me profound.
The authoris an astronomeron the Special Projects staffof the HighAltitudeObservatory,National Centerfor AtmosphericResearch,Boulder,Colorado80303.
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The SunspotCycle
Surely the best-knownfeatures of the
sun are sunspots and the regularcycle of
solar activity, which waxes and wanes
with a period of about 11 years. This
cycle is most often shown as a plot of
sunspot number (Fig. lWa measure of
the numberof spots seen at one time on
the visible half of the sun (1). Sunspot
numbersare recordeddaily, but to illustrate long-termeffects astronomersmore
often use the annual means, which
smooth out the short-termvariationsand
average out the markedimprintof solar
rotation.
There is as yet no complete physical
explanationfor the observed solar cycle.
ModeIn theory attributes the periodic
features of sunspots to the actIon of a
solar dynamo in which convection and
surface rotation interact to amplify and
maintain an assumed initial magnetic
field (2). Dynamo models are successful
in reproducingcertainfeatures of the 11year cycle, but with these models it is
not as yet possible to explainthe varying
arnplitudesof maxima and other longtermchanges.
The annualmean sunspot numberat a
typical minimumin the l l-year cycle is
about six. During these minimumyears
there are stretches of days and weeks
when no spots can be seen, but a monthly mean of zero tS uncOmol7^. .?*d there
has been only 1 year (1810) in Sahichthe
lli1w! * was
annualmeanSto two-digit rcW

I)ark spots were seen on the face of
the sun at least as early as the 4th century B.C. (4), but it was not until after
the invention of the telescope, about
1610,that they were seen well enoughto
be associated with the sun itself. It
would seem no credit to early astronomers that over 230 years elapsed between the telescopic '*discovery"of sunspots and the revelation of their now
obvious cyclic behavior. In 1843 Heinrich Schwabe, an amateur, publisheda
brief paper reporting his own observations of spots on the sun for the period
1826 to 1843 and pointingout an apparent period-of about 10 years between
maximain theirnumber(5).
Rudolf Wolf, directorof the Observatory at Bern and later at Zurichsnoticed
Schwabess paper and shortly after set
out to test the result by extending the
limited observations on which the 10year cycle was based. In 1848 he organized a number of European observatories to record spots on a regularbasis
and by a standard scheme, thus inauguratingan internationaleffort which
continues today. Wolf also undertooka
historical search and reanalysis of old
data on the sun in the literatureand in
observatoryarchivesvMore than half of
the record of sunspot numbersin Fig. 1,
and all of it before 1848 is the result of
WolSs historical reconstruction. The
most reliable part of the curve thus
comes after 1848, when it is based on
controlled observations. Wolf found de1189

scriptionsand drawingsof the sun which
allowed him to reconstructdaily sunspot
numbers 30 years into the past to
unlike the real-time
181although,
data, they came from a thinner sample
and with less certain correctionsfor observers and conditions. He was able to
locate suflicientinformationon the more
distant past to allow reconstructed
"monthlyaverages"of the sunspotnumber (that is, a minimumof one observation per month) to 1749, and approximate "annualaverages"from more scattered data to 1700(3). The reliabilityof
the curve, and especially of its absolute
scale, may be graded into four epochs:
reliable from 1848 on, good from 1818
through 1847, questionable from 1749
through 1817, and poor from 1700
through1748.
Wolf collected data to extend the historical curve the final 90 years to the
telescopic discovery of sunspots in 1610
(6). He publishedestimateddates of maxima and minima for 1610 through 1699
but not sunspot numbers.That he elected to discontinue sunspot numbers at
1700 may be significant:perhaps he felt
he had reached the elastic limit of the
sparse historicalrecord at the even century mark;it could also be that at 1700he
ran into queer results. In this article I
shall point out that the latter probably
applies. It seems fair to assume that,
once he had confirmed and refined
Schwabe's cycle, Wolf was biased toward demonstrating that the sunspot
cycle persisted backward in time (7);
thus, when the cycle appearedto fade,
especially in dim, historical data, he
would have been inclinedto quitthe case
and to call it proven. In any event we
should be especially skeptical of the
curve in its thinnest and oldest parts
(1700 through 1748), and to question
anew what happenedbefore 1700.
Even thoughwe are awareof the varying quality of the Wolf sunspot record,
most of us probablytake it as evidence
of a truly continuous curve, much like
the sample of a continuous wave form
that we see on the screen of an oscilloscope. We assume that, just as
Schwabe's 17-year sample was enough
to reveal the cycle's existence, so the
260-yearrecord in Fig. 1 is adequateto
establish its likely pelpetuation to the
future and extension through the past.
Reconstructionsof the solar cycle have
been estimatedfrom indirectdata to the
7th century B.C. in the Spectrum of
Time Project(STP) of D. J. Schove, but
these heroic efforts are of necessity
based on far from continuous information and are built on the explicit assump1lW

tion of a continued 11-yearcycle (8-11).
Recent insights into the physical basis
for the sunspotcycle and its originin the
fluid, outer layers of the sun give us new
cause to suspect that at least some of the
features of the present sunspot cycle
may be transitory.If we accept the solar
dynamo, we must allow that any of its
coupled forces could have changed
enoughin the past to alteror suspendthe
"normal" solar cycle. Indeed, there is
now evidence that solarrotationhas varied significantlyin historictime (12).
The "ProlongedSunspof

Mininium99

The possibility that sunspots shalply
dropped in number before 1700 was
pointed out rather clearly by two wellknown solar astronomersin the late l9th
century. In paperspublishedin 1887and
1889 the German astronomer Gustav
Sporercalled attentionto a 70-yearperiod, endingabout 1716,when there was a
remarkableinterruptionin the ordinary
course of the sunspot cycle and an almost total absence of spots (13). Sporer
was studyingthe distributionof sunspots
with latitude and had found evidence
that the numbersof spots in the northern
and southern hemispheres of the sun
were not always balanced.To check this
observation he had consulted historical
records, includingWolfos, and was surprisedat what he found in the data of the
17th and early 18th centuries. Not long
after, Sporer died. Meanwhile, E. W.
Maunder, superintendent of the Solar
Department, Greenwich Observatory,
took up the case. In 1890M[aundersummarizedSporer's two papersfor the lloyal AstronomicalSociety and in 1894gave
a fuller account in an article entitled "A
Prolonged Sunspot Minimum5'(14, 15).
In his second paper Maunderprovided
more details and pointed out that to acknowledge this unusual occurrence was
to admit that the solar cycle and the sun
itself had changed in historic time, and
could again. He stressed that the reality
of a "prolongedsunspot minimum"had
importantimplicationsnot only for our
understandingof the sun but also for
studies of solar-terrestrialrelations.
It is not obvious that anyone in solar
physics listened. In any case, nearly 30
years later, at 71, Maundertried again
with another paper of the same title on
the same subject(16). Includedwere quotations from a paper by Agnes (:lerke
who had claimed that during the "pro
longed sunspot minimum'Sthere was also a marleed dearth of aurorae (17).
Maunderoifered as well the interesting

conjecture that the long delay between
the telescopic discovery of sunspotsand
Schwabe's discovery of the solar cycle
may have been due in partto this temporarycessation of the solar cycle duringa
partof the interim.
In their five papers Sporerand Maunder made the following striking assertions: (i) that for a 70-year period, from
approximately1645 to 1715, practically
no sunspots were seen; (ii) that for nearly half of this time (1672 through 1704)
not a single spot was observed on the
northernhemisphereof the sun; (iii) that
for 60 years, until 1705, no more than
one sunspot group was seen on the sun
at a time; and (iv) that duringthe entire
70-yearperiodno morethan "a handful"
of spots were observed and that these
were mostly single-spots and at low solar
latitudes, lasting for a single rotationor
less; moreover,the total numberof spots
observedfrom 1645to 1715was less than
what we see in a single active year under
normalconditions.
Maundersupportedthese claims with
quotations from the scientific literature
of the period in question. The editor of
the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society, in reportingthe discovery
of a sunspot in 1671(in the middleof the
"prolonged sunspot minimum"), had
writtenthat (15, p. 173)". . . at Paristhe
Excellent SigniorCassini hath lately detected again Spots in the Sun, of which
none have been seen these many years
that we know of." (Following this, the
editor went on to describe the last sunspot seen, 11years before, for those who
might have forgotten what one looked
like.)
Cassini's own descriptionof his 1671
sighting reads as follows (15, p. 174):
" . . . it is now about20 yearssinceastronomers have seen any considerablespots
on the sun, though before that time,
since the inventionof the telescopes they
have from time to time observed them."
Cassini also reported that another
French astronomer, Picard, ". . . was
pleased at the discovery of alsunspot
since it was ten whole years since he had
seen one, no matterhow great the care
which he had taken from time to time to
watch for them" (16, pp. 141-142).And
when the AstronomerRoyal, Flamsteed,
sighteda spot on the sun at Greenwichin
1684, he reported that "[t]hese appearances, however frequent in the days of
Scheiner and Galileo, have been so rare
of late that this is the only one I have
seen in his face since December 1676"
(15, p. 174).
Maunderdid not have to look hard to
find supportfor the strangecase, for an
SCIENCE, VOL. 192

absence of sunspots in the latter part of
the 17thcenturyhad been matter-of-factly reported in astronomy books written
before Schwabe's discovery of the cycle
(18). WilliamHerschel had mentionedit
in 1801 (19). Herschel's source of information was LaLande's three-volume
opus, Astronomie, of 1792, in which
dates and details are given of the anomalous absence of sunspots, includingsome
of the quotations that Maunder later
used (20). Thus, neither Maunder nor
Sporer had "discovered" the "prolonged sunspot minimum." These authors, like myself, were simply pointing
back to an overlooked and possibly important phenomenon which in its time
had not seemed unusualbut which looms
largein retrospect.
Questions
- Maunder's assessment of the significance of the "prolonged sunspot minimum" was probably not an exaggeration. If solar activity really ceased or
sank to near-zero level, it places a restrictive boundarycondition on physical
explanationsof the solar cycle and suggests that a workablemechanismfor solar activity must be capable of starting,
and maybe stopping,in periodsof tens of
years. It labels sunspotsas possibly transitory characteristicsof the sun, and by
association also flares, active prominences, and perhaps the structuredcorona. One of the enigmas in historical
studies of the sun is the long delay in the
naked-eye discovery of the chromosphere (21) and the lack of any ancient
descriptions of coronal streamers at
eclipse (22, 23). It may be more than
curiouscoincidencethat the discovery of
the chromosphere (1706), the first descriptionof the structuredcorona (1715),
and a lasting, tenfoldjump in the number
of recorded aurorae (1716) all came at
the end of the MaunderMinimum,when,
it seems, the solar cycle resumed, or
possibly began, its modern course. If
Maunder's "prolonged sunspot minimum" really happened, it provides
damningevidence (24) in the protracted
debate over the productionof sunspots
by planetary gravitational tides, for
throughthe years between 1645and 1715
the nine planets were, as always, in their
orbits. Finally, as Maunderstressed, this
apparentanomalyin the sun's history, if
real?offersa singularlyvaluabletest period for studies of the connection between
solar activity and terrestrialweather. If
the MaunderMinimumreally occurred,
it may define a minimumof a long-term
18 JUNE 1976

envelope of solar activity which could be
more important for terrestrial implications than the 11-year modulation that
has for so long occupied attention in
solar-terrestrialstudies (25).
It seems worthwhile to open, once
againSthe case of the missing sunspots,
for it was never really solved. All the
early work was based almost entirely on
the same piece of evidence: the paucity
of sunspot reports in the limited literature of the day. Sporer's originalpapers
and Maunder's expansions of them
leaned heavily on a lack of evidence in
archival records and journals, and on
contemporary statements that it had
been a long time between sunspot reports. But in the words of a modern
astronomer, absence of evidence is not
evidence of absence (26). How good
were the observers in the 17th century,
and how good the observingtechniques?
How constant a watch was kept? How
many spots were missing, and when?
New evidence has come to light in the 50
years-since Maunder's time: we now
have better catalogs of historical aurorae, compilationsof sunspot observations made in the Orient, a fuller understandingof tree-ringrecords, and a new
tool in atmosphericisotopes as tracersof
past solar activity. New understanding
of the sun since Maunder's day can
sharpen our assessment of the facts in
the case: we now know the relationship
of sunspots to solar magnetic fields and
something of the relation of magnetic
fields to the corona, and can thus examine more critically the evidence from
total solareclipses duringthe time.

-

-

SolarObservationsin the I7th Century
History has left an uncannymnemonic
for the dates of the MaunderMinimum:
the reign of Louis XIV, le Roi Soleil,
1643 through 1715. This was also the
time of Milton and Newton; by 1642
Brahe, Kepler, and Galileo were gone.
Astronomical telescopes were in common use and were produced commercially;they featuredinnovationsand
importantimprovementsover the original miniaturemodels which in 1612 had
sufEcedto distinguish umbrae and penumbrae in sunspots and by 1625 had
been used to find the solar faculae. During the Maunder Minimum the Greenwich andParisobservatorieswere foundedS and Newton produced the reflecting
telescope; it was also the age of the long,
suspended, and aerial telescopes with
focal lengths that stretched to 60 meters
and apertures of 20 centimeters and
more (27). The more usual telescopes
turned on the sun had focal lengths of 2
to 4 metersand aperturesof 5 to 10 centimeters, which would describe most solar
telescopes used in the 18thand l9th centuries as well. To observe sunspots then,
as today, one projected the solar image
on a white screen placed at a proper
distance behind the eyepiece (Fig. 2).
The image scale was adequateto permit
one to see and to sketch not only spots o
all sizes but theirfeaturesand theirdifferences; observers recorded details of
white-lightfaculae, penumbralfilaments,
satellite sunspots, and most of the observational detail known of sunspots today
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. Annualmean sunspot number,R, from 1700to 1960. [From (3); courtesy of M. Waldmeler,
1191

Fig. 2. Illustration of the technique used in the early 17th century for the observation of sunspots in which the solar image is projected on a screen [from a contemporary account by Scheiner (31)]. [By permission of the Houghton Library Harvard University]

During the Maunder Minimum the
same astronomerswho observed the sun
discovered the first division in Saturn's
ring (in 1675)and found five of Saturn's
satellites (1655through1684);the former
discovery attests to an effective resolution of almost I arc second and the latter
to an acuity to distinguishan I Ith-magnitude object less than40 arc seconds from
the brightlimb of the planet. Duringthe
17thcentury astronomersobserved seven transitsof Venus and Mercuryzwhich
implies a certain thoroughness and a
knowledge of other spots on the sun at
the time. Romerdeterminedthe velocity
of light (1675)from precise observations
of the orbits of Jupiter's satellites. During the same century at least 53 eclipses
of the sun partialsannularsor totalwere observed including some in Asia
and the Americas. It is significantthat
not one solar eclipse that passed through
Europewas missed (28, 29).
Active astronomersof the time included FlamsteedsDerhamsHooke, and Halley in England both of the Huyghensin
Hollands Hevelius in Poland, Romer in
Denmarksthe Cassinis Gassendisde la
Hires and Boulliau in France, Grimaldi
and Riccioli in Italysand Weigeland von
Wurzelbauin Germanysto name but a
few. And astronomersof that era were
generousin theirdefinitionof astronomy
and still includedthe sun among objects
of respectableinterest. Duringthe years
when the Cassinis were pursuing their
investigations of Saturn in Pariss they
also wrote scientific articles on their observations of the sun and sunspots (30).
In 1630ChristopherScheinerpublisheda
massive book, the Rosa Ursina, on sunspots andfaculaeand methodsof observing them (31) and Hevelius producedin
1647a detailedappendixon sunspotsand
1192

a chapter on solar observation in his
Selenographia(32).
In 1801WilliamHerschel commented
that instrumental and observational
shortcomingscould explain most of the
sunspot dearth between 1650 and 1713^
and thatz had more modern equipment
been turnedon the sun, manymorespots
would have been found(19);but we have
little cause to think that he had looked
very far into the matter which then
seemed of minorimportslong before the
discovery of the sunspotcycle. Maunder
did not cite Herschel's dissenting views
but trumpedit anywayswith a quotation
from the more contemporaryEnglishastronomerWilliamDerhamswho in 1711
had given his view on whetherobservers
of the time could have missed the spots
(16, pp. 14>144):
There are doubtless great intervals sometimes when the Sun is free, as between the
years 1660 and 1671, 1676 and 1684, in which
time, Spots could hardly escape the sight of so
many Observers of the Sun, as were then
perpetually peeping upon him with their Telescopes in England, France, Cermany,Italy,
and all the World over.

It seems clear that on this question Derham was right and Herschel wrong and
that during the period of the Maunder
Minimum astronomers had the instruments,the knowledgezand the ability to recognize the presence or absence
of even small spots on the sun. And I
mightadd that it does not take muchof a
telescope to see a sunspot.
Was a continuous watch kept on the
sun? This is quite anotherquestion, and
one for which direct evidence is lacking.
Scheiner (1575-1650) and Hevelius
(1611-1687) for at least a number of
years madedaily drawingsof the sun and
sunspots, but we cannotassume thatthis

dutifulpracticewas continuedby successors without interruptionfor 70 years.
There were no organizedor cooperative
efforts, so far as we know, to keep a
continuous diary of the sun, as is done
today. But the motives of astronomers,
then and now, are much the same: when
a surprisingdearth of sunspots was reported, as it was on repeated occasions
during the span, we can expect that it
would have inspireda renewedsearch to
find some. In this respect it is significant
that new sunspots were reported in the
scientific literature as "discoveries,"
and that the sighting of a new spot or
spot groupwas cause for the writingof a
paper (30). This practice, were it followed today by even a few owners of 5centimeterrefractors,would producean
intolerableglutof manuscriptsin the minimum years of the sunspot cycle and an
avalanchein the years of maximum.
Comparisonswith the presenttime are
dangerous:toward the end of the 17th
century the first learned societies were
founded and the firstjournals came into
existence. Thesejournalswere limitedin
numberand scope and restricted in authorship and in that time bore little resemblance to the scientific periodicals
we read and rely on for thoroughcoverage today. Absence of evidence may
be a limited clue in such circumstancesz
as mayuncontestedandpossiblyunrefereed reports. Moreoverzprevailingideas
of what somethingis influencehow it is
observed and reported. Sunspots were
not thoughtto be what we know they are
today. The original theological opposition to spots on the sun had been assuagedlong before 1645,butsthroughout
the periodof the MaunderMinimumand
until Wilson's observationsin 1774(33),
a prevalentconcept of sunspots was that
they were clouds on the suns and who
keeps a diary of clouds? Finally, we can
suspect that sunspots, like all else in
science, went in and out of vogue as
objects of intense interest. After the initial surgeof telescopic investigationssunspots may have driftedinto the doldrums
of current science. If this is sos Scheiner's massive tome may have been in
part to blame: the Rosa Ursina must
have been considereda bore by even the
verbose standardsof its day, and it may
have smotheredinitiativefor a time (34,
35).
Aurorae
Records of occurrence of the aurora
borealis and auroraaustralisoffer an independent check on past solar activity
since there is a well-establishedcorrelaSCIENCE, VOL. 192
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tion between sunspot number and the
numberof nightswhen auroraeare seen.
The physical connection is indirect: auroral displays are produced when
charged particles from the sun interact
with the earth's magneticfieldSresulting
in particle accelerations and collisions
with air molecuies in our upper atmospherev Aurorae register, thereforeS
those particle-producingevents on the
sun (such as flaresand prominenceeruptions) which happen to direct their
streams toward the earth. Since these
events arise in active regions on the sun,
where there are also sunspots, we find a
strong positive correlation between reportednumbersof the two phenomena.
Auroraeare especially valuableas historical indicators cf solar activity since
they are spectacularand easily seen, require ne telescopic apparatus, and are
visible for hours over wide geographic
areas. They have been recordedfar back
in historyas objects of awe and wonder.
An increase in the numberof reported
aurorae inevitably follows a major increase in solar activity1 and a drop in
their numbercan generallybe associated
with the persistence of low numbersof
sunspots, with certain reserfitations.As
with sunspots, aurorae will not be seen
unless the sky is reasonablyclear, and an
absence of either on any date in historical records could be due simply to foul
weather. For the period of our interest
we can exclude the possibilityof years or
decades of persistent continental overcast, since this would constitute a significant meteorological anomaly which
would certainly have been noted in
weather lore or cited by astronomersof
the day (36).
In fact, the period between 1645 and
1715was characterizedby a markedabsence of aurorae,as was firstpointedout
by Clerke. ''There is"- she wrote, ;;. . .
strong, although indirect evidence that
the 'prolonged sunspot minimum' was
attended by a profoundmagnetic calm5
(17, p. 206). Historical aurora catalogx
(372 38) confirm her assessment that
there were extremelyfew auroraereported duringthe years of the MaunderMinimum. Far fewer were recorded than in
either the 70 years precedingor follow-

&N-
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Canada and Alaska. But this region is
also an area of sparse historical record
for the 17thcentury, and it should probably be excluded from considerationfor
the present purpose. In a more populous
band just south of this zone which includes Sweden, Norway, and Scotlandwe expect aurorae on 25 to about 200
nights per averageyear, the highernumber at higherlatitude.Progressivelyfewer are expected as we move south. For
most of England, includingthe London
area1we expect to see an averageof 5 to
10 auroraeper year, or roughly500 in 70
"normal' years. In Paris we can expect
about 350 in the same period, and in Italy
perhaps50. From England France, Germany Denmark,and Poland, where astronomerswere active duringthe Maunder Minimum,we might have expected
reports of 300 to 1000auroralnights, by
the statistics of today. Fritz's historical
catalog (37) lixts only 77 auroraefor the
entire world duringthe years from 1645
to 1715,and 20 of these were reportedin
a briefactive interval,from 1707to 1708,
when sunspots were also seen. In 37 of
the years of the MaunderMinimumnot a
single aurora was reported anywhere.
Practically all reported aurorae were
from the northernpart of Europe: Norway Sweden, Germany, and Poland.

&ziv

For 63 years of the MaunderMinimum,
from 1645until 1708 not one was reported in London. The next, on 15 March
17161 moved the astronomer Edmund
Halley to describe and explain it in a
paper that is now classic (40). He was
then 60 years old and had never seen an
aurora befcore although he was an assiduous observer of the sky and had long
wantedto observe one.
The auroralpicture,which seems clear
at firstglance, is muddiedby subjectivity
and by the obscurity of indirect facts
from long ago Historicalcatalogs cannot
record aurorae but only reports of aurorae. Clerke did not mention that auroral counts from all centuries before the
18thare very low by modern standards.
The 77 events noted duringthe Maunder
Minimum actually exceed the number
recorded in any preceding century except the 16th, for which there are 161 in
Fritz's catalog. By contrast 6126 were
reportedin the 18thcenturyand aboutas
manyin the l9th century(41).
The really strikingfeatureof the historical record of aurorae (Fig. 4) is not so
much the drop duringthe MatlnderMinimum but an appalent ;iauroralturn-on"
which commenced in the middle 16th
century and surgedupwarddramatically
after 1716. Were the historical record of

ing.

Auroral occurrence is a strong function of latitude, or more specifically of
distance from the geomagnetic poles.
Analyses of auroralcounts in the mc)dern
era (39) lead us to expect a display almost every night in the northernisauroral zone'- a band of geomagnetic latitude which includes northern Siberia far-northern Scandinavia, Iceland,
Greenland, and the northern halves of
18 JUNE 1976
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Fig. 3. A 17th-eentury drawing cf the sun and sunspots by Hevelius (32). [By permission of the
Houghton Library Harvard University]
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quality(andit is not), this apparuniform
ent"switching on' of the northern(and
lights would loom as the most
southern)
fact of recent solar-terrestrial
significant
history.In truth, it must in part at least
refiectthe general curve of learning
whichprobably holds for all of life in
Europeat the time. The Renaisnorthern
to aurorallatitudeslaterthan
came
sance
tothe Mediterranean,and the envelope
wesee in Fig. 4 may be but its shadow.
Theeffect is large, however, and a part
ofit could well representa real changein
theoccurrence of aurorae on the earth,
and,by implication,a change in the behaviorof the sun. It is importantthat

reportsdo not increasemonotoniauroral
callywith time as a learningcurve might
imply;the number reported rose in the
9ththrough 12th centuries and then fell
off.
The separation of the physical from
thesociological in Fig. 4 is a question of
majorimportancein studies of the sun
andearth. An acceptable solution would
involvestartingwith a new and careful
searchfor auroraldata, particularlyfrom
northernlatitudes, in the New World,
OldWorld, and Orient. It must include
carefulallowance for superstition and
voguesand restrictionsin observing aurorae,shifts of population,and the possi-150

a

blyimportant effects of single events,
suchas the development of the printing
press(about 1450),or Gassendi's decriptionof the French auroraof 1621(38, p.
15)and Halley's paper in 1716(40). One
suspectsthat the dramaticjump in the
numberof reported aurorae after 1716
wasa dirqctresult of this importantpaperof Halley, which put the auroralphenomenonon firm scientific footing so
thatmore aurorae were looked for and
moreregularrecordswere kept.
As for the MaunderMinimum,its presencein the auroralrecord is surely real,
appearingin Fig. 4 as a pronounced
pause in the already upward-sweeping
curve. Had Maunder looked first at
Fritz'sauroralatlas, he could have hypothesizeda "prolonged sunspot minimum"fromauroralevidence alone.
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SunspotsSeen with the Naked Eye
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Spots on the sun were seen with the
naked eye long before the invention of
the telescope (42) and were particularly
noted in the Far East, where a more
continuous record survives. They offer
anothercheck on the realityof an extended sunspot minimum, since naked-eye
reports of sunspots might be expected
were there any strong solar activity at
the time. Large spots and large spot
groups can be seen with little diEculty
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expect six or seven events during the
MaunderMinimum.It is significantthat
none was recorded between 1639 and
172a Far East gap that matchesWestern Hemispheredatavery well.
As with aurorae the evidence is necessary but not sufficient. Social practices
or pressures could have suppressed observation or recording of spots during
the time (45), leadingto an apparentbut
unreal dearth. Moreover, the sunspot
gap from i639 to 1720is neitherthe only
nor the longest in Kanda's span of reports: there were 84 years without any
reports of sunspot sightings ending in
1604, 117 years ending in 1520, and 229
years endingin 808 (Fig. 5a).
We may extend the naked-eye data in
a sense by addingdates of reportedaurorae in Japan, Korea7and China All of
these lands lie at low aurorallatitudes,
where displays are expected no more
than once in 10 years. As in the case of
sunspots seen with the naked eye, aurorae reported in the Orient are presumedto sampleonly intense solaractivity. And, as with the sunspot sightings
no Far East auroraewere reportedduring the Maunder Minimum, and more
specifically between 1584 and 1770 (43,
44, 46). The oriental data (sunspots and
aurorae)confirm that there were no intense periods of solar activity duringthe
Maunder Minimum and probably no
"normal' maximain the solarcycle.
We may use the long span of oriental
sunspot data as a coarse check on possible earlier occurrences of prolonged
sunspot minimaoor other gross, longterm modulationAof sunspot activity.
Of particularnote is an intensificationof

o

sunspot and aurora reports in the 2()()year period centered at around 1180,
which is abotit halfway between the
MaunderMinimumand a more extended
period of absence of Far East sunspots
and aurorae in the 7th and eatty 8th
centuries As I will show below, the
naked-eye maximum coincides with a
similarmaximumof solar activity in the
l4C record. lf this is a real long-term
envelope of solar activity, its period is
roughly 1000years. We mayl?e measuring only social effects, but, as.with historical Europeanaurorae,the subjectis one
of potential importancewhich deserves
more specificattentionby historians.
Carbon-14and the Historyof the Sun
Modern confirmation for Maunder's
"prolonged sunspot minimum" may be
found in recent determinations of the
past abundanceof terrestrial14C.Carbon
and its radioactiveisotopes are abundant
constituents of the earthes atmosphere,
chiefly as carbon dioxide (CO2). When
CO2 is assimilated into trees, for example, the carbort isotopes undergo
spontaneous disintegration at wellknown rates. Thus, by a technique now
well established, it is possible to determine the date of life of a carbon-bearing
sample, such as wood, by chemicalmeasurementof its present l-tCcontent and
comparison with a presumed original
amount. The method requires a knowledge of the past abundanceof l4Cin the
atmosphere, and this value is found by
analyzing,ringby ring,the l4Ccontent of
trees of known chronology. The history

of relative 14Cabundance deviations is
now fairly well establishedand serves as
the basis for accurate isotopic dating in
archeology(47-Nt)).
The 14Chistory is useful in its own
right as a measureof past solar Activity,
as has been demonstratedby a number
of investigators (51} 52). The isotope is
continuously formed in the atmosphere
through the action of cosmic rays,
which, in turn, are moduiated by solar
activity. When the sun is active, some of
the incoming galactic cosmic rays are
prevented from reaching the earth. At
these times, correspondingto maximain
the sunspot cycle, less than the normal
amount of 14Cis produced in the atmosphere and less is found in tree rings
formed then. When the sun is quiet, terrestrialbombardmentby galactic cosmic
rays increases and the i4Cproportionin
the atmosphere rises. There are other
terms in the 14Cequilibriumprocess, as
well as significantlags, but, were there a
prolongedperiod of quiet on the sun, we
would expect to findevidence of it in tree
rings of that era as an abnormallyhigh
abundanceof 14C.
Such is the case. The firstmajoranomaly found in the early studies of 14C
history was a markedand prolongedincrease which reached its maximumbetween about 1650 Snd 1700 (53), in remarkable agreement in sense and date
with the Maunder Minimum. The phenomenon, known in carbon-datingas the
DeVries Fluctuation, peaked at about
1690 and is the greatest positive excursion found in the 14C record-correspondingto a deviationof about 20 parts
per mil from the norm. Subsequentstud-
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Fig. 5. (a) Historyof deviationsih the relativeatmospheric14Cconcentration
from tree-ringanalyses for the period 1050to 1900(54): single open circles,
NorthernHemispheredata; double open cireles, SouthernHemispheredata
(a heavy line has been drawnthroughthe SouthernHemispheredata);closed
circles, dates of reportedsunspotsseen with the nakedeye from Kanda(43).
The annual mean sunspot number,R, is shown as a light solid line where
knownfor the periodafter 1610,from Waldmeier(3) and this study. Periods
when the relative 14Cdeviation exceeds 10 parts per mil are shaded. They
define probableanomaliesin the behaviorof the solar cycle: 1100to 1250,
Grand Maximum;1460to 1550, Sporer Minimum;1645 tv 1715, Maunder
Minimum.(b) Measured 14Cdeviation (in parts per mil) since about 5000
B.C., with observed (smoothed)curve of sinusoidalvariationin the earth's
magneticmoment[from(61), figure2]. At about A.D. 100the magneticmoment reacheda maximumof about 1024gauss per cubic centimeter.Shorterterm t4C excursions attributedin this anicle to solar cause are markedwith
arrows:M, MaunderMinimum;S, SporerMinimum;GM, GrandMaximum
in the 12thto 13thcenturies.The sharpnegative 14Cdeviationat the modern
end of the curve is the Suess effect, due to fossil fuel combustion.
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ies have establishedthe DeVries Fluctuation as a worldwideeffect.
Figure Sa shows a curve (open circles
and heavy line) of the relative deviation
in the 14Cconcentrationbased on recent
measurementsof tree rings (54), plotted
with increasingconcentrationdownward
for direct comparisonwith solar activity;
also shown are annual numbers of sunspots, from (3) and the present work
(light line), and the years of early nakedeye sunspotsightingsfromKanda(closed
circles) (43). The three quantitiesgive a
wholly consistent representationof the
MaunderMinimum.We also note a clustering of naked-eye sunspot sightingsat
times when the 14C record indicates
greaterthannormalactivity, and a general absence of them when the 14Crecord
indicates less than normal activity.
Where annual sunspot numbers are
plotted, the 14Ccurve seems a fair representation of the overall envelope of the
sunspot curve. It thus seems valid to
interpretthe 14Crecordas an indicatorof
the long-termtrend of solar activity and
of real changes in solar behavior in the
distantpast, beforethe time of telescopic
examinationof the sun (55-57).
We may calibratethe 14Ccurve for this
purpose by noting that the years of the
MaunderMinimumdefine a time when
the relative deviationof 14Cexceeded 10
parts per mil. If we can make allowance
for other effects on 14Cproduction and
equilibrium,we may infer that, whenever the 14Cdeviationexceeded + 10 parts
per mil, solar activity was anomalously
high or low, with the MaunderMinimum
correspondingto a definitionof "anomalous." We must rememberthat the 14C
indications will tend to lag behind real
solar changes by periods of 10 to S0
years, because of the finite time of exchange between the atmosphere and
trees. By this criterionthere have been
three possible periods of marked solar
anomaly duringthe last 1000 years: the
MaunderMinimum,anotherminimumin
the early 16th century, and a period of
anomalouslyhigh activity in the 12thand
early 13th centuries. We can think of
these as the grand minima and a grand
maximumof the solarcycle, althoughwe
cannot judge from these data whether
they are cyclic features.
The earlierminimum,which we might
call the Sporer Minimum, persisted by
our 10-parts-per-mil
criterionfrom about
1460 through lSS0. Its 14Cdeviation is
not quite as great as that during the
Maunder Minimum, although that distinction is not a consistent feature of all
representationsof the 14Chistory (58).
We can presume that the Sporer Minimumwas probablyas pronouncedas the
1196

MaunderMinimumand that duringthose
years there were few sunspots indeed. It
appears to have reached its greatest
depth in the early 16th century when
there were also very few auroraereported.
We noted earlier the possibility of an
intensification of solar activity in the
12th and 13th centuries, on the basis of
naked-eye sunspot reportsfrom the Orient. Evidence for the same maximumis
found in the historical aurora record
(Fig. 4): the numberof auroraein Fritz's
catalog (37) is aboutconstantfor the 9th,
10th, and 11th centuries (23, 27, and 21
auroraeper century, respectively), rises
abruptly for the 12th century (53 au
rorae), and then falls for the next three
centuries(16, 21, and 7 aurorae).The 14C
record (Fig. Sa) shows a similaranomaly
in the same direction:a decrease in 14C
which could be attributedto a prolonged
increasein solaractivity.
We must take care in assigningany of
the 14Cvariations to a solar cause for
there are other importantmechanisms.
The overwhelminglong-term effects on
14Cproductionare ponderouschanges in
the strengthof the earth's magneticfield
(59, 60). Archeomagnetic studies have
shown that in the past 10,000 years the
earth's magnetic moment has varied in
strength by more than a factor of 2,
following an apparentlysinusoidalenvelope with a period of about 9000 years,
on which shorter-termchanges are impressed. The terrestrialmomentreached
maximumstrengthat about A.D. 100, at
which time we would expect to find a
minimum in 14Cproduction because of
enhanced shielding of the earth against
cosmic rays.
The good fit of the observed
(smoothed)curve of geomagneticchange
to the long-term record of fossil 14Cis
shown in Fig. Sb, from a recent compilation(61), here replottedwith increasing 14C in the downward direction to
display increasing solar activity and increasing geomagnetic strength as upward-going effects. Damon (57) has
stressed that the long-termtrends in the
radiocarboncontent of the atmosphere
have been dominated in the past 8000
years by the geomagnetic effect, while
the shorter-termfluctuation$have probably been controlledby changes in solar
activity. This-point seems clear in Fig.
Sb, where, near the modern end of the
curve, the MaunderMinimum(M) and
Sporer Minimum(S) stand out as obvious excursionsfromthe long-terlnenvelope of geomagneticchange. And at about
1200 we find a broad departurein the
opposite direction, which might fit the
12th-and 13th-centurymaximumin sun-

spot and auroral reports. Whether the
sun was indeed responsible is open to
question, however, for Bucha (S9) has
pointedout that this 14Cdecrease follows
a similar short-term increase in the
earth's magnetic moment (not shown in
Fig Sb), which had its onset at about
A.D. 900. Moreover,there is uncertainty
in the fit of the smoothed archeomagnetic curve to the radiocarbon data,
and a shift to the rightor left will change
the apparentcontrast of these shortertermexcursions.
We should like to know how solar activity in a possible 12th-centuryGrand
Maximum compares with the present
epoch, but the present is an era of confusion in 14C.The 14Cconcentrationhas
been falling steeply since the end of the
l9th century, and the deviation(l\14C)is
now about -25 partsper mil. Werethis a
solar effect, it would be evidence of
anomalouslyhigh solar activity. In fact,
the sharpdrop is an effect of humanactivity-the result of fossil fuel combustion, which introducesCO2with different carbon isotopic abundance ratios the so-called Suess Effect (47).
If fossil fuel combustion is responsible
for all of the modern14 trend, then during the 12th-century Grand Maximum
(when industrialpollutionwas not significant), the natural14Cdeviationmay have
been much greater than at present and
the sun may haNve
been more active than
we are accustomed to observing in the
modern era. There were possibly more
spots on more of the sun duringthe 12thcentury GrandMaximum,and, if the 11year cycle operated then, there may
have been higher maxima and higher
minimathanany we see in Fig. 1.
The shallow dip and rise in the 14th
and early l 5th centuries(Fig. Sa) suggest
the presence of a subsidiarysolar period
of about 170 years, but these features
seem for now too slightto warrantspeculation;we may expect that additional14C
data will clarify the case. The information availableat presentallows one to describe the history of the sun in the last
millenniumas follows: a possible Grand
Maximumin the 12th century, a protracted fall to a century-long minimum
around lS00, a short rise to "normal,"
and then the fall to the shorter, deeper
Maunder Minimum, after which there
has been a steady rise in the envelope of
solaractivity(25).
This last phase, which includes all detailed records of the sun and the sunspot
cycle, does not appearin the 14Chistory
as very typical of the sun's behavior in
the past, particularlyif the phase of the
long-term curve is important. During
most of the last 1000years the long-term
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envelope of solaractivitywas eitherhigher than at present, or falling, or at grand
minimalike the MaunderMinimum.As
with the present climate, what we think
of as normalmay be quite unusual. The
possibilitythat solar behaviorsince 1715
was unlike that in the past has already
been proposed to help explain the sudden auroral turn-on. Another piece of
evidence comes from records of the
sun's appearanceat eclipse.
Absenceof the Coronaat Eclipse
Historicalaccounts of the solarcorona
at total eclipse offer another possible
check on anomalies in past solar behavior. We know that the shape of the corona seen at eclipse varies with solar activity: when the sun has many spots, the
corona is made up of numerouslong tapered streamers which extend outward
like the petals of a flower. As activity
wanes, the corona dims and fewer and
fewer streamers are seen. At a normal
minimumin the solar cycle the corona
seen by the naked eye is highly compressed and blank except for long symmetric extensions along its equator. We
now believe that coronal streamers are
rooted in concentratedmagneticfieldson
the surfaceof the sun. which, in turn,are
associated with solar activity and sunspots. As sunspots fade, so do concentratedsurfacefields and associated coronal structures. Continuous, detailed,
observationsof the solar corona in x-ray
wavelengths from Skylab have confirmed the association of coronal forms
with loops and arches in the surface
fields and have shown that in areas
where there are no concentratedfields,
loops, or arches there is no apparentcorona(62).
Were there a total absence of solar activity, we would still expect to observe a
dim, uniformglow around the moon at
eclipse: the zodiacal light, or false corona, would remain, since it is simply
sunlight scattered from dust and other
matter in the space between the earth
and the sun. At times of normalsolar activity the corona seen at eclipse is a mixture of the true corona (or K corona)and
the weaker glow of the zodiacal light (or
F corona). The latter is a roughly symmetric glow around the sun which falls
off in brightnessfrom the limb and is distended in the plane of the planets where
interplanetarydust is gravitationallyconcentrated.If the F coronawere ever seen
alone, we would expect it to appearas a
dull, slightlyreddish,eerie ringof lightof
uniformbreadthand without discernible
structure.
18 JUNE 1976
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Fig. 6. Early 17th-century observation of a solar eclipse. by projection in a darkened room as
depicted in (80). Hevelius himself is depicted at the left. marking the obscuration of the sun by
the lunar disk. [By permission of the Houghton Library, Harvard University]

In fact, firsthanddescriptionsof total
solar eclipses duringthe MaunderMinimumseem entirelyconsistentwith an absence of the modern structuredcorona,
but proof seems blurredby the customs
of observingeclipses in the past and by
the fact that scientists seldom describe
what is missingor what is not thoughtto
be important.The solar originof the corona was not established until the late
19thcentury;beforethatit seemedequally well explainedas sunlightscatteredin
our own atmosphere,or on the moon. Solar eclipses were regularlyand routinely
observed throughout the 17th century
but not to study the physical sun. They
were occasions to test the then popular
science of orbitcalculation:carefulmeasurementand timingof solar obscuration
by the moon offeredchecks on lunarand
terrestrial motions and opportunity to
measurethe relativesizes of solarand lunar disks. Such details are best obtained
not at the eyepiece of a wide-fieldtelescope in the open air but in a darkened
room, by projectionof the disks of the
moon and sun upona card, as we see in a
contemporary drawing from Hevelius
(Fig. 6). Under these restrictive conditions a corona, structuredor not, could
escape detection, particularlysince it appeared so briefly and at just the time
when undividedattentionwas demanded
to observe the precise minutiaof obscuration(63).
Nor was it so importantto seek out
geographicplaces on the central path of

a total eclipse. The corona K or F is
so faint that it cannot be seen except in
exact totality. But if one's purposewere
astronomicalmensurationand timing, a
partial or near-totaleclipse was almost
as good as a totaleclipse andcould be observed more accurately in the familiar
conditions of permanentobservatories.
Since partial solar eclipses can be seen
over large areas and thus occur frequently at any location, there was not
the impetus of today to travel far and
wide to set up camp for one-timetries in
distant, hostile lands. Eclipse expeditions are a modernfad that did not take
hold untilaboutthe 19thcentury(64).
These fundamentaldifferencesseverely limit the numberof cases we can test.
There were 63 opportunitiesto see the
sun eclipsed between 1645and 1715(65),
but only eight of them passed through
those parts of Europe where astronomersdid theirdailywork (Fig. 7). Another case ( 1698) comes from the New
World. Only a few of the European
eclipses reached totality near any permanent observatory, and the three best
observed occurredat the end of our period of interest-in 1706, 1708, and 1715,
when spots hadbeguntheirreturn.
Nevertheless, from this list comes a
handful of accounts which bear on the
question and answer it consistently.
They are descriptionsof the coronafrom
the eclipses of 1652, 1698, 1706, and
1708, the only contemporaryfirsthand
descriptions of the sun eclipsed that I
1197

Fig. 7. Pathsof totalityfor solareclipses in Europe,from 164()to 1715,fromOppolzer(65). Sites
of observatorieswhichreportedeclipse observationsin the periodare shownas doublecircles

can find (66). They were written, in general, by amateurs and nonconformists
who watched the spectacle with eyes
open to all of it. None describes the corona as showingstructure.Not one mentions the streamers which at every
eclipse in the present time are so easily
seen with the naked eye to stretch as
much as a degree or more above the solar limb. All describe the corona as very
limitedin extent: typicallyonly 1 to 3 arc
minutes above the solar limb. In each
case the corona is described as dull or
mournful,and often as reddish.No drawings were made. Every account is consistent with our surmiseof what the zodiacal lightwould look like at eclipse, were
the truecoronareallygone.
By 1715, the annual sunspot number
had reached26 and was climbing.At the
eclipse of that year, at the end of the
MaunderMinimumvthe corona is fairly
well described, and for the first time we
have drawingsof it. For the firsttime distinct coronal structures are described
emanating from the sun. R. Cotes of
CambridgeUniversity described the corona (in a letter to Isaac Newton) as a
white ring of light around the moon, its
densest part extending about 5 arc minutes above the limb; he then added the
following(67):

which we see today at times of sunspot
minimum and that the longer, brighter
branchwas the familiarequatorialextensions seen at times of low sunspotactivity. Thus by 1715we find the corona described in modernterms and fittinga familiarform.
In her paper on the dearth of aurorae
Clerkementioned,withoutexample, that
it appeared to her probable that during
the "prolonged sunspot minimum"the
radiatedstructureof the solarcoronawas
also "in abeyance" (17). RecentlyParker
has repeated Clerke's conjecture (68).
The case for a disappearanceof the structured corona duringthe MaunderMinimum might seem more solid were it not
for the fact that the earliest description
yet found for the rayed or structuredcorona at any eclipse is that of Cotes in
1715.
R. R. Newton has expressed the situation very explicitly, on the basis of his
own researches for definite accounts of
the corona as positive documentationof
historicalsolareclipses (23, p. 99):

Besides this ring, there appearedalso rays
of a much fainter light in the form of a rectangularcross.... The longer and brighter
branchof this cross lay very nearlyalong the
ecliptic, the light of the shorterwas so weak
thatI did not constantlysee it.

Newton continues(23, p. 601):

The corona is mentioned in most modern
discussions of total solar eclipses, and to most
people it is probably the typical and spectacular sight associated with a total eclipse. In
view of this, it is surprising to see how little
the corona appears in ancient or medieval accounts. .

. . . there is no clear reference to the corona
in any ancient or medieval record that I have
found. The most likely reference is perhaps
the remark by Plutarch . . . but the meaning
of Plutarch's remark is far from certain.

We may presume that the light of the
shorter branch was the polar plumes I should add that here Newton is refer1l98

ring to any unambiguousdescriptionof
the corona, K or F.
A misleading statement common in
popularstories of eclipses is that the solar corona was seen in antiquitymuchas
we would describe it today. Usually
cited are two early accounts, one by
Plutarch(about A.D. 46 to 120) and another by Philostratus(about A.D. 170to
245). Both reportsare ambiguousat best,
and neither distinguishes between a
structured or an unstructured appearance (69). The situationin all subsequent
descriptions before the 18th century
seems to be no different.At the eclipse
of 9 April 1567 Clavius reported seeing
"a narrow ring of light around the
Moon" at maximum solar obscuration
(althoughKeplerchallengedthis as possibly an annulareclipse). Jessenius at a total eclipse in 1598 reported "a bright
light shining around the Moon." And
Kepler himself reported that at the
eclipse of 1604(70): "The whole body of
the Sun was effectually covered for a
short time. The surface of the Moon appeared quite black; but around it there
shone a brilliantlight of a reddish hue,
and uniformbreadth, which occupied a
considerablepartof the heavens." None
of these or any other descriptionsthat I
can find fit a rayedor structuredcorona;
in many are the words "of uniform
breadth,"and it seems to me most likely
that we are readingdescriptions of the
zodiacal light, or of a K corona so weak
that its radianceis overpowered by the
glow of the F corona.
It could be that, until the scientificenlightenmentof the 18th century, no one
felt moved to describe the impressive
structureof the solar corona at eclipse.
Indeed, there are other examples from
the history of eclipse observationwhere
large and strikingfeatures were missed
by good observers who were watching
other things (71). Perhapsthe rays of the
corona at eclipse were thought to be so
much like the common aureole around
the sun that they were not deemed worthy of description. Other excuses could
be offered. It will be hard for anyone
who has seen the corona with the naked
eye to accept these explanationsand to
believethat,of the thousandsof observers
at hundreds of total eclipses, not one
would have commented on a thing so
breathtakingand beautiful.It thus seems
to me more probablethat, throughmuch
of the long period of the MaunderMinimum and the Sporer Minimum,extending between perhaps 1400and 1700, the
sun was at such a minimumof activity
that the K corona was severely thinned
or absent altogether.The same may have
been true for a much longer span before
1400and for differentreasons may apply
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as well to the Grand Maximum of the
12thand 13thcenturiesand possibly earlier. But here the records are so dim and
scant that conclusions seem unwarranted. In any case the corona as we
know it may well be a modernfeatureof
the sun. It is an interestingquestion, and
another important challenge for historians.
Summaryand Conclusions
The prolongedabsence of sunspotsbetween about 1645 and 1715, which
Sporer and Maunderdescribed, is supported by direct accounts in the limited
contemporaryliteratureof the day and
cited regularlyin astronomyworks of the
ensuing century. We may conclude that
the absence was not merely a limitation
in observingcapabilitybecause of the accomplishmentsin other areas of astronomy in the late 17th and early 18th centuries, and because drawingsof the sun
made at the time show almost all the sunspot detail that is known today. Major
books by Scheiner and Hevelius, pub-;
lishedjust before the onset of the Maunder Minimum,describe wholly adequate
methods for observing the sun and sunspots. We may assume that a fairly
steady watch was kept, since the dearth
of spots was recognized at the time and
since the identificationof a new sunspot
was cause for the publicationof a paper.
We can discount the possibility of 70
years of overcast skies, since there is no
evidence of such an anomalyin meteorological lore and since nighttimeastronomy was vigorousand productivethrough
the same period. Evidence which confirmsthe MaunderMinimumcomes from
records of naked-eye sunspot sightings,
auroralrecords, the now-availablehistory of atmospheric 14C,and descriptions
of the eclipsed sun at the time.
I can find no facts that contradictthe
Maunderclaim, and much that supports
it. In questions of history where only a
dim and limited record remains and
where we are blocked from makingcrucial observational tests, the search for
possible contradiction seems to me a
promisingpath to truth. I am led to conclude that the "prolonged sunspot minimum"was a realfeatureof the recenthistory of the sun and that it happened
muchas Maunderfirstdescribedit.
Earlier in this article I reviewed the
possible impact of a real MaunderMinimumon theories of the sun and the solar
cycles For some implications the distinction between no sunspots and a few
(annualsunspotnumbersof one to five) is
crucial; it is importantto know whether
duringthe greatdepressionof the Maun18 JUNE 1976
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er studied in detail by
Gleissberg(82). The solar constanthas also been slowly risingthroughthe periodduringwhich
it has been measured,since about 1908(25, 72).

der Minimumthe solar cycle continued
to operate at an almost invisible level,
with so few spots that they were lost in
our fuzzy definitionof "zero." Maunder
held that there were enough instances of
sunspot sightings through the period to
make this case likely, and that the isolated times when a few spots appeared
enabled one to identify the crests of a
sunkenspot curve "just as in a deeply inundatedcountry, the loftiest objects will
still raise their heads above the flood,
and a spire here, a hill, a tower, a tree
there, enableone to traceout the configuration of the submerged champaign"
(16). This explanation seems to me unlikely, since the known, visible crests are
not at regularspacings.We can hope that
more thoroughinvestigationof contemporary literaturewill enable us to make
this importantdistinctionwhich for now
seems beyond the limitof resolution.
The years of the MaunderMinimum
define a time in the 14Crecord when the
departure from normal isotopic abundanee exceeded lO parts per mil. If we
take a 14Cdeviationof this magnitudeas
a criterion of major change in solar behavior, we may deduce from 14Chistory
the existence of at least two other major
changes in solar characterin the last millennium:a periodof prolongedsolarquiet
like the Maunder Minimum between
about 1460and 1550(which I have called
the Sporer Minimum)and a "prolonged
sunspot maximum"between about 1100
and 1250. If the prolonged maximumof
the 12th and 13thcenturies and the prolonged minimaof the 16thand 17thcenturies are extrema of a cycle of solar
change, the cycle has a full period of
roughly 1000years. If this changeis periodic, we can speculate that the sun may
now be progressingtowarda grandmaximumwhich mightbe reachedin the 22nd
or 23rd centuries. The overall envelope
of solar activity has been steadily increasing since the end of the Maunder
Minimum(Fig. 8), giving some credence
to this view. Moreover, throughoutthe
more limited span during which it has
been measured, the solar constant ap-

pears to have shown a continuous rising
trend which duringthe period from 1920
through 1952 was about 0.5 percent per
century(72).
The coincidence of Maunder's "prolonged solar minimum"with the coldest
excursion of the "Little Ice Age" has
been noted by many who have looked at
the possible relations between the sun
and terrestrial climate (73). A lasting
tree-ringanomalywhich spans the same
period has been cited as evidence of a
concurrent drought in the American
Southwest(68, 74). There is also a nearly
1: 1 agreement in sense and time between majorexcursionsin worldtemperature (as best they are known) and the
earlier excursions of the envelope of solar behaviorin the recordof 14C,particularly when a 14Clag time is allowed for:
the SporerMinimumof the 16thcentury
is coincident with the other severe temperature dip of the Little Ice Age, and
the GrandMaximumcoincides with the
"medieval Climatic Optimum" of the
11ththrough13thcenturies(75,76). These
coincidences suggest a possible relationship between the overall envelope of the
curve of solar activity and terrestrialclimate in which the 11-year solar cycle
may be eiTectivelyfilteredout or simply
unrelated to the problem. The mechanismof this solareiTecton climatemay be
the simple one of ponderous long-term
changesof smallamountin the total radiative outputof the sun, or solarconstant.
These long-termdrifts in solar radiation
may modulatethe envelope of the solar
cycle through the solar dynamo to produce the observedlong-termtrendsin solar activity. The continuity, or phase, of
the 11-yearcycle would be independent
of this slow, radiative change, but the
amplitudecould be controlled by it. According to this interpretation,the cyclic
coming and going of sunspots would
have little eifect on the outputof solarradiationeor presumablyon weatherebut
the long-termenvelope of sunspot activity carries the indelible signatureof slow
changes in solar radiationwhich surely
affectour climate(77).
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from the sun, with possible terrestrialeffects. Our present understandingof the
solar wind is that its flow is regulatedby
closed or open magneticfield configurations on the sun (78). We can only guess
100
what eiTect a total absence of activity
and of large-scale magnetic structures
*
Maunder Minimum
_
t;
would have on the behaviorof solarwind
flow in the eclipticplane. One possibility
is that, were the sun without extensive
-50
50
coronal
structure during the Maunder
sr
Minimum,
the solar wind would have
l>+l
blown steadilyandisotropically,andpossibly at gale force, since high-speed
1710
1730
1610
1630
1650
1670
1690
17 750
streamsof solarwind are associatedwith
the absenceof closed structuresin the soFig. 9. Estimated annual mean sunspot numbers, from 1610 to 1750: open circles are data from
lar corona. During an intensive maxiTable l; connected, closed circles are from Waldmeier (3); dashed lines (decade estimates) and
mum, as is suggested for the lSth and
crosses (peak estimates) are from Schove (8-11); triangles are Wolf s estimated dates of maxima
13thcenturies, the solar wind was probfor an assumed 11.1-year solar cycle (3, 6).
ably consistentlyweaknsteady, and with
few recurrentstreams.
The existence of the Maunder Mini- in the last millenniumthe sun has been
The reality of the MaunderMinimum
mumandthe possibilityof earlierfluctua- both considerablyless active and prob- and its implicationsof basic solarchange
tions in solar behavior of similarmagni- ably more active than we have seen it in may be but one more defeat in our long
tude implythat the presentcycle of solar the last 250 years. These upheavalsin so- and losing battleto keep the sun perfect,
activity may be unusualif not transitory. lar behavior may have been accompa- or, if not perfect, constant, and if inFor long periods in the historic past the nied by significantlong-termchanges in constant, regular.Why we think the sun
patternof solar behaviormay have been radiative output. And they were aimost should be any of these when other stars
completely differentfrom the solar cycle certainly accompanied by significant are not is more a questionfor social than
today. There is good evidence that with- changes in the flow of atomic partlcles for physicalscience.
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Table 1. Estimated annual mean sunspot numbers, R, from 1610 to 1715; X, sunspots noted but not counted; XX, unusual number of sunspots
noted but not counted; (X) unusually small number of sunspots noted but not eounted. Schoves values are for the maxima of each supposed cycle.
Year
1610
1611
1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645

R

Wal(d3r)eier Schove

x

30
53
28

Minimum

X
X

Maximum

90

X
(X)

Minimum
X
X
X
X

41
40
22

Maximum

100

(x)

(x)

Year

R

Wal(d3)eier

1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
1659
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667
1668

Maximum

Schove

40

o
o

3
o
.

2

Mlnimum

1

2
o
o
o

Maximum

50

4
4
o
o
o
o

Minimum

o
o

Year
1681
1682
1683
1684
1685
1686
1687
1688
1689
1690
1691
1692
1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703

R

Waldmeier

Schove

2
o
o
ll
o

Maximum

50

4
o
s

4
o
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o
o
o

Maximum

30

o

6
o
o
o
o

2
4
6
8
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s
11

16
23

o

(x)
(x)
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x
xx

Maximum
6
16
15
o

1200

Minimum

70

1669
1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680

o
o

6
4
o

2

Maximum

o
10

2
6
o

Minimum

60

1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715

9

18
15

18
8
3
2
o
o

2
3
10

36
58
29
20

so
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8
3
o
o

2
11

27
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Appendix:SunspotNumbers
I have used contemporaryaccounts of
telescopic observation of the sun to reconstruct estimated annual mean sunspot numbersfor the periodfrom 1610to
1715 (Table 1 and Fig. 9). Principal
sources were Wolfs compilations (6)
and (13-16, 19, 20, 28-32). The journal
sources are, for the most part, the same
as those that were used by LaLande,
Sporer, and Maunder;thus, except for
the direct numerical data from Wolf,
Scheiner,and Hevelius, sunspotnumbers
given here are simply a literalquantification of Maunder's descriptive account.
Full reliance has been placed on unchallenged statementsin contemporaryliterature which specify periods in which no
sunspots were seen, as, for example, between 1656and 1660, 1661and 1671, 1689
to 1695, 1695to 1700,and 1710to 1713.
Earlier I classified WolSs historical
sunspot data, by the same criteria the
data in Table 1 shouldbe given a reliability grade of "poor," since they come
from largelydiscontinuoussets and since
allowance for observer and site can only
be guessed. The estimated annual sunspot numbersare uncertainto at least a
factor of 2, and zero as an annualaverage means 0 to perhaps 5. The fact that
the telescopes of Flamsteed and Cassini
were in less than perfect observing sites
could have caused these observers to
miss a class of tiny, isolated spots which
might be detected and counted by keen
observers today. The more important
point is that their sites and instruments
were certainly adequate to detect any
level of activity higher than that at the
minima of the present solar cycle; they
might have missed a few spots but they
could not have missed a largenumber.
My sunspot numbers for the period
1700 to 1715 are somewhat lower than
those given for the same periodby Waldmeier (3), who took them from Wolf.
Both values are shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 9. The general agreement seems
heartening,but the differencemay be important since it is in the only span of
overlapwith other direct numericalcompilations. It is also in the least reliable
part of WolSs data and the period of recovery from the MaunderMinimum,for
which a more gradualrise seems reasonable. Auroral data and eclipse observations from the period of overlap seem to
me to supportthe more suppressed sunspot curve (Fig. 9). I findit hardto justify
WolSs numbersfor his first and possibly
second cycles and suspect thathis unusual-shapedmaximumfor 1705was an artificialityof unrealisticcorrectionfactors.
Wolf did not have confidence in most of
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the datafor 1700to 1749(6), andhis numbers toward the beginningof that period
may represent, more than anythingelse,
a wishful extrapolationof normalcy.I also show in Fig. 9 and Table l Schove's
estimates of decade-averagedand peak
sunspot numbers from the STP (8-11),
which we can also expect to be systematicallyhigh(79).
Numbers given for 1625 to 1627 and
1642 to 1644 (from Scheiner and Hevelius) are probably more reliable than
any subsequent data in Table 1, since
they are based on more nearly continuous daily drawings. Data for 1611
through 1613 come from the observations of Galileo. Waldmeier (3) and
Schove (8-11) have apparentlyfollowed
Wolf in assumingthat these three islands
of data before 1650 sample extrema of
the sunspot cycle: Galileo and Scheiner
at maxima, Hevelius at minimum. If
these periods are all nearermaxima,as I
suspect, they give some hint of the fall to
the long minimumthat followed. The nature of the fall suggeststhat the telescope
was invented barely in time to "discover" sunspots before their numbers
shrankto nearlyzero. Had the invention
of the telescope been delayed by as little
as 35 years, the telescopic discovery and
more thorough counting of sunspots
could have been postponed a full centUrYSburying forever the principal evidence for the MaunderMinimum.
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